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MUSIC
EXCLUSIVE

by COLAN LAMONT
POP rockers The Kooks
are back after a fouryear break — but they
reckon new album Let’s
Go Sunshine is worth
the wait.
And lead singer Luke
Pritchard believes the hiatus was essential for the
band, right, to get back to
their best to record their
fifth LP.

He says: “It’s been four years
so obviously we’ve been somewhat
frustrated
and
just
wanted to get it out.
“I feel really good about it,
this album is like our definitive record.
“With a fifth album, we kind
of redefined the band and sat
down and asked ourselves
what we really want out of
this.
“We’re sort of reinforcing
what the band is and hope
people like it.
“There were moments in
recording where we felt we
were losing the DNA of the
band. It caused us to rethink
things and that’s why it took
some time.”
The Kooks formed in Brighton in 2004 and burst onto the
scene with hits such as She
Moves In Her Own Way and
No1 album Konk.
Most of the original line-up
met in 2002 and took their
name from the David Bowie
song with the same title.

GAMES

We’ve Kooked
up something
a bit
tasty

JONNY JACK

Train Sim World
Xbox One, PS4 and PC £39.99
SIM games are all the rage at the moment.
Wannabe fisherman, firefighters, pilots, racers
and farmers can all try their hand on the console
before racking up some serious bills doing the
real thing.
It was only a matter of time before train driving
came to the party. Dovetail Games’ Train Sim
World is the ultimate for the anorak in all of us.
It shows you the ropes about how each locomotive works and how to get it moving —
but that is just for starters.
The cab has about 30 other controls so there is plenty to learn.
There is no real campaign, it’s
more of a scenario mode with preset-events that let you work the
signals and keep to the timetable.
The service mode is a free-play
area where you can drive the locos or
just be a passenger on an AI-driven train.
The trains are very detailed but the outside
world is a bit rough and all the characters have
the same hairdresser.
Where it sings is when the weather comes into
play — especially snow and rain. We did have a
few frame rate issues, but this is still an interesting title that goes beyond the novelty value.
HHH
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THE bods at
Bethseda used
QuakeCon in Texas to
reveal the first gameplay footage of the next
instalment in Doom.
Doom Eternal is a
direct sequel to the
2016 reboot and the
trailer
showed new
abilities, the
locations
and some of
the enemies.

‘An element of
vindication’
Luke believes the musical
landscape has changed since
the group first started out —
and they are ready to take
advantage.
He says: “The music industry
is pretty cut-throat and to still
be here, we really appreciate
the fans and people who have
supported us.
“It’s been a rocky road, it’s
not like we’re a band that has
been universally loved. We sort
of polarise opinion.
“It feels great to put another
album out, but we owe quite a
lot to streaming and things
that have democratised the
system. Before, we never got a
look-in
from
the
powersthat-be.
“There’s an element of vindication and openness to the
industry now, which is cool.
“We just get on with it and
feel very happy and lucky to
be still doing this and I genuinely think we just made
our best record, which is the
main thing. The joy in making

it comes through on the record
for sure.”
The band — made up of
Luke, guitarist Hugh Harris,
bass player Peter Denton and
Alexis Nuñez on drums — will
be touring their new material
in September when they play
in Oban’s Corran Halls.
Luke, 33, knows it’s an old
cliche to say that fans north of
the border are the best in
the world but he can’t help
himself.
He says: “It’s always good to
go there and I’d like to play

WHERE: Glasgow.
FOR FANS OF: Paolo Nutini, Ed Sheeran, James
Bay.
JIM SAYS: Jonny has one of those voices that just
oozes class. With his soul-driven guitar pop he’s
well on the way to the next level as he approaches
the release of his debut album.
Along the way he’s had plenty of support, with
fellow singer-songwriter and BBC Radio 6 Music
presenter Tom Robinson commenting: “I find the
vocal performance absolutely irresistible.”
In the studio he’s been beavering away with
producer Nick Brine, who’s worked with The Stone
Roses, Oasis and Bruce Springsteen.
Jonny told me: “The sound has
developed big time since I started
working with Nick. The instrumentation has come on massively.
“I’ve had the opportunity to
work with brass, string sections
and some really talented session
players. I feel myself improving
just being around these people.
“To have someone like Nick buy
into what I’m doing and support it
is really special.
“It’s a privilege to be able to work
on these songs with him. He also

Scotland more often. We had a
great
show
in
Edinburgh
recently and did TRNSMT in
Glasgow last year, which was
a lot of fun.
“It was a good vibe because
it was in the city so it’s a very
cool festival.
“I would genuinely love to
do some different cities we’ve
not played in a while, like
Aberdeen and Dundee, and
even places we’ve never played.
It’s on the cards.”
Luke also hopes the band,
who won an MTV Music

NEW
MUSIC

By Jim Gellatly
makes a beautiful coffee!” Writing and performing
seriously since he was 17, and now 27, the ideas for
the album have taken shape over these 10 years.
He explained: “It’s uplifting, dynamic and built for
big festivals. I’d like to think people will identify with
the songs and take them to heart.”
For the live set-up, if not performing solo, it’s a bit
of a family affair. His brother
Michael plays bass, joined by
Douglas I’Anson on drums.
His other older brother Paul
occasionally appears on guitar.
Jonny’s been lucky enough to
grab some cool support slots, but
his career highlight was a gig he
went to as a fan. His idol Damien
Rice was playing The Usher Hall in
Edinburgh three years ago and

Watch a video of Jonny
at: thescottishsun.co.uk
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Award for Best UK & Ireland
Act in 2006, get to team
up again with their buddy,
Paisley singer-songwriter Paolo
Nutini.
He adds: “I love Paolo, he’s a
lovely fellow. He’s a bit of an
elusive guy but we’re good
buddies.
“We did a lot of shows
together and hung out with his
band — that was always proper
banter.”
l THE Kooks play Corran Halls,
Oban, on Saturday, September 8.
colan.lamont@the-sun.co.uk

Jonny ended up on stage with him. He explained:
“Damien asked for volunteers to help sing some
vocals. My feet flung me up on the stage before I
had time to think. That was an incredibly special
night for me as I’m a massive Damien Rice fan.
Unexpected things are always cool.”
For many artists to be stuck in a day job while
craving the spotlight can be a real chore. But Jonny
said: “I work in an office and I love it. Especially the
people. Most of the time I manage to balance it
well. I love the contrast between both worlds.”
Ahead of the album, Jonny has just released
stunning new single Give It All. He said: “It’s about a
decision to commit to truth and the stripping away
of anything standing in the way of that truth. For
me, it’s having the vision and putting the work in.
“It’s trusting the heart when sometimes it doesn’t
make sense to the head. It’s what I try to do in my
life on a daily basis.”
That bodes well for the album. I can’t wait to hear
it. He added: “I’m just really excited about the whole
thing. My main ambition is to continue enjoying the
process of creating meaningful music and having
awesome experiences along the way.”
MORE: jonnyjackmusic.com
l Jim presents a weekly showcase of New Music
on Amazing Radio on Sundays, 2-4pm.
amazingradio.com
jimgellatly.com

There was also a hint at
a new Dark Souls-type
multiplayer feature
which lets you take
control of enemies to
invade a friend’s game
and put a stop to their
efforts.
Doom Eternal will be
out on Xbox
One, PS4,
PC as well as
the Switch at
some point
next year.

Past Cure
Xbox One, PS4 and PC £29.99
EVERY developer aims to make their next game
better than the last — so full credit to German
indie firm Phantom 8 Studio for aiming high with
Past Cure. The danger is that the higher you go
the greater the fall if you get it wrong.
And Past Cure is a pretty big fall.
It is a psychological thriller that has a dash of
stealth, third-person shooting and puzzling
without ever mastering any of them.
It is all about ex-soldier Ian who
can’t remember three months of his
life and is having nightmares. He is
given medication to stop him having visions. He wants answers and
his memory back.
It is a decent tale, but you never
get attached to Ian so you don’t
really care about him. The graphics are
patchy. The soundtrack is OK but the voice
acting is bad. They have released a huge patch
hoping to fix the post-launch issues, but it is still
rough. We walked through a door into a corridor
where we were trapped and had no choice but to
start again.
We love indie firms, but there is no saving this.
Hú
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WE have already got the Call
Of Duty Black Ops 4 private
beta test for its multiplayer
modes, but Activision is now

No Sega
saga as
it raises
its games

GOLDEN
AXE:
A
sidescrolling beat-em-up that
landed in the UK at the same
time as the console in 1990.
You get to control one of
three Conan-esque warriors
as you slash, bash and beat
your
way
through
a
mystical land.
Add in some epic
spells and dragons
to ride and the result
is a ton of retro fun.
Plenty of replay
factor.

SPACE HARRIER 2:
Arcade ports were a
big deal for the
Mega Drive and they
don’t come much
bigger than this.
This was a game
that saved a generation a
fortune in 20p pieces.
It was a visual feast of running
and gunning. The graphic style
was a trailblazer at the time and
created a gaming dilemma — is
it a flying man with a gun or a
flying gun with a man?

l

doing one for Blackout, the new
battle royale mode. It starts on
September 10 — but only on PS4.
Other platforms will follow later.

KOCH Media has bought the
rights to cult shooter series
TimeSplitters. Cue a new game
and maybe HD remakes? That’s a

IT was one of the epic battles for kids in the 90s —
the Mega Drive or the SNES.
They divided playgrounds up and down the
country — but now Sega has stoked the fires by
bundling up 50 reasons why Mega Drive was best.
OK, OK, we admit it — we were Sega Kids, but it is
true. The Mega Drive rocked and now it is a trip
down memory lane with Sega Megadrive Classics.
You would think you would be guaranteed all the
must-plays with 50 games on offer, but there are a
few missing — and that will create its own
debate within the gaming community.
It is safe to say that you still get a bunch of
gaming classics mixed in with some more
obscure titles that you may have missed
back in the day.
There could not be a Sega collection
without the blue hedgehog. Fear not,
he stars in Sonic 1 and 2. Sadly, you
don’t get Sonic 3 or Sonic And
Knuckles — even though that is when
he was probably at his best.
When you’re not running at the
speed of light there is a healthy mix of
other titles to sink your teeth into —
from platforming to puzzling and epic

STREETS OF RAGE: Think
Mega Drive and this is the
game you picture. The second
version of the beat-em-up may
have been a better game but
the original is still a blast.
You fight your way through
the mean streets hunting for
justice with help
from the cops and
their
rocket
launcher.
Fun levels and a
classic
soundtrack. It’s a smash.

brighter future after the original
designers Free Radical Design
morphed into Crytek UK then
Deep Silver Dambuster Studios.

SEGA Megadrive Classics
Xbox One, PS4 and PC £24.99
role-playing. There is a slick menu system which is
a bedroom from the 90s complete with Sega
posters and a Sonic carpet. As you move around
the room you can pick the game you want to play
from the shelf and put it into the machine.
The game also has a host of options so you can
choose your ideal way to view them. You can
add scanlines like on an old TV, make the
screen curved or select how smooth the pixels are. There is also a mirror mode which lets
you play the game right to left — but that can
mess with your head even if it is very neat.
Add in quality-of-life additions, like being
able to save the games where you want and
a rewind and fast-forward ability, and
things are looking good.
This is a blast from the past that hits
the spot. Yes, you may miss a few titles
but many treasures are in the chest.
It is well worth a look, but here are
five treats to check out . . .
HHHH
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VECTORMAN:
Blasted into life in
1995 — our hero
aims to clean up the
planet of evil robots.
A perfect blend of
fun and a solid challenge — the perfect platforming
shooter.
But the most striking things
are the graphics — they broke
new ground with pre-rendered
3D art which made it stand
head and shoulders above
everything else at the time.

THE REVENGE OF SHINOBI:
Took everything that was cool
in 1990 and blended them.
You are Joe Musashi and
out for revenge on the evil
Zeed organisation. It’s a fight
across a number of stages
and some of the best boss
battles ever seen in
one game. Add in
powers like a shield
and firewall strike
and this game is
still razor sharp 28
years later.

Feel the Sonic boom
MANY gamers reckon Sonic had been on the back foot
ever since his heyday on the Mega Drive.
Then it was just a case of running from left to right and
collecting rings.
But Sonic was back in the game last year when Mania
showed a bright new future. The 3D graphics, cheesy
storylines and dodgy voice acting had all been stripped
out and replaced by pure 16-bit inspired Sonic fun from
yesteryear.
Now we have Sonic Mania Plus which takes a great
game and makes it even better.
The new content adds two characters — Ray,
the flying squirrel, and Mighty, the armadillo —
which will probably only mean anything to
hardcore fans.
But they are new options for us all to enjoy.
Both have their own abilities — Mighty has a
power ground-pound move that helps you open
up new areas and take out enemies. Ray
can . . . err . . . fly really well.
There is also a new encore mode which is pretty neat. It
will give the most-seasoned of fans new challenges,
especially as the game randomly picks who you come
back as when you die.
The developers have also given the game some tweaks
which really add a polish to the overall finish. It’s also
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1 Crash Bandicoot
N.Sane Trilogy
2 Lego The Incredibles
3 Mario Kart 8 Deluxe
4 The Crew 2
5 Grand Theft
Auto V
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IT has been a busy week
in Forza world. First,
there was a new driftfocused August update for
Forza 7 and details on a new
Formula D Car Pack.
The Formula Drift Car Pack
comes with seven tail-happy
rides like the 1989 Formula
Drift BMW 325i and the 1995
Formula Drift #118 Nissan
240SX.
But, to sweeten the deal, if
you digitally pre-order Forza
Horizon 4 you’ll also get the
pack in the game as well as in
Forza Motorsport 7.
If that wasn’t enough eagleeyed fans have spotted that
Horizon 4 will have a mission
inspired by Halo.
A leaked image shows the
Warthog going sideways in a
Halo-themed location with
Covenant ship and a Halo
ring in the background.
That all points at Halo’s
iconic Warthog making a
return to the racer after its
first outing in Horizon 3.
Even more interesting is the
fact that the picture also
shows a Spartan at the wheel.
Is that a hint at armour being
added to the game as well? It
is going to be a tough wait,
but we are game.

TIME
to rejoice
Dark Souls fans —
publishers Bandai
Namco have revealed
that Switch owners will
be able to get Dark
Souls Remastered
from October 19.
That’s that day
booked off.

Sonic Mania Plus
Xbox One, PS4 and Switch £24.99
worth noting that if you already own Sonic Mania then you
can pick up the Plus content as a DLC pack.
If you are a Sonic Mania virgin, then you’re in for a real
treat as you play your way across 12 zones that blend
classic Sonic levels with new challenges.
The new bits may be shiny, but the originals have also
been updated with fresh features and areas — and that all
helps the game strike a perfect balance between
excitement and nostalgia.
It is a move that will entertain newcomers and
keep old-stagers happy as well.
The graphics are a real treat — full of detail and
colour — and the outstanding soundtrack is a real
throwback to the 90s.
The gripes are small, but the bonus stages are a
bit too difficult and you are not helped by the fact
that it is hard to read where to go and what you can do.
If you love Sonic then you have been waiting for this
game. It is a must-buy.
The blue hedgehog is back on top — where he
belongs.
HHHHH
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EVERYONE loves a
special edition with their
statues or bits of plastic tat.
But the bar has been raised
by Capcom.
Their Resident Evil 2
special comes with a typewriter-style keyboard.
But, before you get too
excited, it is only in Japan at
the moment.
The Bluetooth keyboard is
inspired by the save system in
the game and is compatible
with PCs, smartphones and
tablets.
You also get a statue of
Leon, posters, an art book
and FOUR rolls of Ink Ribbon
Masking Tape.
No word of a UK release yet
but you can pre-order on the
Capcom Japanese site for
99,800 yen (just over £705).
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